We apply our previously developed first-principles nonlocal pseudopotentials (obtained for all atoms of rows 1 -5 in the Periodic Table) 
I. INTRODUCTION In aprevious paper" (hereafter referred to as I), we have presented a gene ral m ethod for obtaining first-principles atomic nonlocal pseudopotentials in the local-density-functional (LDF) formalism by direct inversion of the corresponding all-electron eigenvalue equations. We have computed these potentials in numerical form for 68 transition and nontransition elements from the first five rows of the Periodic Table and discussed the chemical regularities reflected in their form. We have shown that these potentials accurately reproduce the atomic energy eigenvalues, total energy differences, wave-function moments, and valence charge densities of the underlying all-electron densityfunctional formalism over a wide range of excitation energies. These potentials contain no empirical data and no adjustable parameters. They are obtained in closed form in terms of the microscopic constructs of the all-electron problem, such as the repulsive Pauli force, orthogonality hole potentials, and valence screening. As such, they should offer greater insight into the reasons for both the successes and the failures of pseudopotential theory in interpreting observed quanti- ties, relative to the empirically adjusted model pseudopotentials.
In the present paper we apply the first-principles pseudopotentials to the study of electronic properties as well as phase stability and structural properties of solids. As the valence electronic structure of solids is predominantly sensitive to the lowmomentum (q =2k~, where kz is the Fermi momentum) components of the effective crystal potential whereas the crystal structure and total energies are determined also by the high-momentum potential segments, a combined study of these properties should offer the opportunity to examine the quality of the first-principles pseudopotentials in an extended momentum range.
II. APPLICATIONS TO BAND-STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS
A. Methodologies of construction of first-principles density functional pseudopotentials
The details of our approach for the construction . of the density functional nonlocal pseudopotentials are given in I. Here we briefly indicate the underlying methodologies and discuss some of the implications of our approach.
Density functional pseudopotential
Let Qr"","(r)}and (e"", "j indicate the occupied core (c) The constraints are (i) the one-electron spectrum a", of the pseudopotential problem equals the valence spectrum c"",of the all-electronproblem, for the chosen reference electronic configuration g;
(ii) the pseudo orbitals y", (r) be normalized and nodeless for each of the lowest angular symmetries; (iii) the pseudo orbitals X", (r) be given as a rotation in the all-electron "true" orbital space' Q"", "(r)], i.e. , X(r) =g",C"""g):", (r) The .coefficients fC"""', J are then chosen to minimize the matrix element (}t",~P,~X",) of the core projection operator P, . This leads to a y. ", (r) which has a minimal amplitude in the core region and maximum similarity, possible within the DF orbital space, to the corresponding "true" valence orbital $",(r) in its chemically important "tail" region.
Condition (i) assures that the one-electron spectral properties obtained in the pseudopotential representation match those of the underlying allelectron system. Condition (ii) will allow us (cf. Sec. II C) to expand the pseudo-wave-functions in a simple and spatially smooth basis set, relieving us from the necessity, characteristic of the allelectron approach, to accurately describe the complex and strong spatial variations of the mave functions near the core region which is usually inert to chemically and physically interesting interactions. Condition (iii) establishes a simple unitary relation of X(r) to the all-electron orbital space, which mill allow us, if so desired, to recover the "true" orbital g, (r) from the pseudo orbital, simply by core orthogonalization (see Sec. IID and Table II ). The maximum similarity constraint of It", (r) to g, (r) in the tail region as well as the minimum core amplitude will assure us that the chemical information characteristic of (t)""~(r) will be contained in X", (r) and that this will continue to be so, to where we find that a DF pseudopotential derived from the atomic ground-state orbitals continues to yield very precise orbital energies (i.e. , errors of less than 0.1 eV) when applied to excited configurations over a 25-eV range of excitation energies.
The calculation of any physical observable from X", (r) rather than from the "true" wave function )t)o, (r) will inevitably include errors due to the elimination of the nodal structure from }t", (r). The corrections to X", (r) are simply described in the pr esent s chem e by the core-orthogonality term s (X~s core)ycore.
}t", (r)= $ C"""',(j";", (r), (») n t)" (r) = "»", (&) -F"(» Ie-")e-"I . n, n core
Note that as X", (r) may have different forms in the core region when the atomic core is placed in different chemical environments or electronic states, the error &=Z""(x~g "") is state dePendent. The pseudopotential derived from }t(r) is hence energy dependent and may not be transferable from one system to the other. This is treated in the DF pseudopotential approach by directly minimizing 4 via a core-projection-minimization criterion, and at the same time enforcing a maximum similarity constraint of }t", (r) to tg, (r) outside the core region. Note that the extreme limit of this minimization can be achieved by zeroing X", (r) and its first derivatives at the origin, leading na,turally to small (X~( I)""). Since the leading terms in the pseudopotential are of order X" (r)/X(r), the choice of a pseudo-wave-function with a limiting behavior of Iim"g(r) =acr~" a+, r~"" a+, r~"" ' +for any X~2 leads to a "hard" pseudopotential with lim (rV)= n)rand n, &0 and an exceedingly small energy dependence. Choosing X= 0 one obtains a "soft" potential with limV, (r) = const, higher amplitudes of X", in the core region, and larger cor- Having established a set of physically motivated conditions on e", and )t",(r), we apply a constrained variational treatment to the pseudopotential totalenergy expression "and solve for V, (r) in terms of (e"", ", g"", ", and C"""'. }. The construction of &", (r) in Eq. (1a) from a linear combination of the occupied DF orbital space will always lead to a finite difference between X", (r) and g"",(r) asymptotically as r goes to infinity. As the DF space Qi"","(r)}is orthogonal, the coefficient~C"""') multiplying the P"",(x) in the linear combination is always smaller than unity, leading to lim""X", (r) = C"""'g"", (r) rather than to rg, (r) This is .an inevitable consequence of our choice to remain in this unitarily rotated DF space. These large-x discrepancies show up for instance in a deviation of 1%-3% in the pseudo-orbital moment (X",~r~II",) from the "true" moment (g"",~x~g"",) .
Although small, such deviations may be noticeable f", (~) = -~& ",~~" 'exp (-u", r) .
The constants A""n", are chosen in an iterative procedure so that conditions (i)-(iii) above remain valid. This leads to a simple quadratic algebraic equation for A", as a function of a", whose solution satisfies the normalization of X", . &", is then determined by requiring X", (x) to remain nodeless and that the pseudo orbital charge accumulation function Qr, (R)= f~X", (r)~'dr match the corresponding all-electron valence orbital accumulation function (starting from R =~) up to the smallest R value possible under the above constraints. This leads to X", (x), which i s numerically equal to g"", (x) to a Point R, inward to the last radial maxima of tg, (x) and is somewhat more contracted in the core region relative to It", (r We find again that a strong pseudopotential produces a larger range aR (between R, and infinity) where X", (r) can be made identical to P"",(r), and hence prefer the choice X=2.
The modified pseudo orbital g", (r) is used exactly as before'"" to obtain the pseudopotential V, (r).
We refer to this as the trans density functional (TD F) pseudopotential to emphasize that an orbital component lying outside the DF space is needed for its in solid-state applications for crystals with an "open" structure such as Si, where the lar ge-r behavior of the orbitals contributes to the bond charge density. To correct for this small difference, one has to go outside the DF orbital space. We chose to do that in a controlled way by adding to X", (r) an analytic component f", (r) which will permit C"""'-=1. The modified orbital )(", (r) is y", (r)=p Q c"""'. g'"",;(r)+ f, (r)I +c,(r), (2a) n'&n with core Nf", (r), (2b) where N is a normalization constant. Any regular function f", (r) which is nonorthogonal to (g, "}and decays vapidly to zero at large t' [so that lim""j", (x) In this approach one abandons the simple physical description of the pseudo-wave-functions as a linear rotation in a core and valence orbital space, and represents it instead by an arbitrary and numerically convenient functional form. One possibility is to set the pseudo orbital y", (r) to b'e equal to the valence all-electron orbital tg, (r) from r =t o r = R, and then analytically continue it to r = 0 in a smooth form: ( ) g"",(r); r&R, (4a) F",(r); r-R, .
Here E",(r) (R,) ; F"',(R,) = if)"', (R,); E"", (R,) = g"",(R,); F""', (R,) = g"", (R,) as well as from the normalization condition J~X",~' dr =1. Such A di. fferent and equally effective method of suppressing the high-momentum components of the potential is based on overmixing core character into the pseudo-wave-functions. "'0 If the wavefunction transformation coefficients C", ""constructed to lead to a maximum similarity between the nodeless pseudoorbital }t", (r) and the true valence orbital g", (r), are artifically scaled to include in)(",(r) more core character than needed to satisfy this constraint, X", (r) becomes finite atthe origin and the repulsive part of the potential becomes smoother. " In the simple case of a first rom atom one has (lc) e C2s, lg and C, ', "are determined such that y"(r) be nodeless and smooth (i.e. , satisfy minimum kinetic energy) and possess the maximum similarity to (2, (r) possible under these constraints. This leads to y"(0) =0 and a repulsive potential. As C2 y is replaced by C, , "+5one obtains~X "(0)~& 0 and. a resulting smoother potential. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 where the l =0 component of the screened carbon core potential is displayed for various choices of 6. As core character is overmixed, the node q, in V,«(q) moves outwards For the latter we compute the density of states, Fermi. energy, and the wave-vector-and banddependent weights at each iteration using the tetrahedron integration scheme. '4 More details about the method and its application to bulk Mo will be given in a different publication. ' D. Si and Ge pseudopotential band structure and charge density
The self-consistent nonlocal pseudopotential band structure of Si is given in Fig. 4 Fig. 10 Table. larger range for all angular momenta and show greater separation between the various rows. Note that whereas the present s and p radii for Cu are smaller than the corresponding radii for both Ag and Au, the empirical SB scheme yields the order r", " &r, u &r', "" for all )=0, 1, and 2. As the empirical &=2 radii for these elements (r~c" =2.945 a.u. , x, '=2. 950 a.u. , and y2A" =2. 935 a.u. ) are equal to within 0. 5 Fig. 15 (Fig. 15) (Fig. 16) 
